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CONSUMER PROTECTION LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2018 
Second Reading 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. 
MS J.M. FREEMAN (Mirrabooka) [4.02 pm]: I recommence my comments on the Consumer Protection 
Legislation Amendment Bill 2018 that I started before the lunch break. Although this bill is a very important 
omnibus bill that will change many things, one of the things that I have congratulated the minister on is introducing 
capacity for contemporary and up-to-date laws in the other house. I outlined that I wanted to talk about a few 
things, one of which was lemon laws, but before I go to lemon laws, I note that the bill will also provide the 
Commissioner for Consumer Protection with enhanced monitoring and compliance powers for the 
Charitable Collections Act. I have previously raised in this house issues around charitable collections for 
Australians with a migrant heritage—that is, those who have come from another country and established 
themselves in Australia—who die and want to be buried in their home country. 
The SPEAKER: Member for Balcatta, I call you to order for the second time. 
Ms J.M. FREEMAN: In some communities, particularly a number of the African communities, people cannot 
afford to send the body back to their home country. It is quite common for the communities to put together 
a collection to send someone home to be buried in the soil on which they were born. Many people feel a strong 
connection with their country of birth. Often they leave their country of birth because of a civil war or a war with 
another country, or famine or persecution, and come to Australia and are grateful for the opportunities and work 
hard. Sending a body back to another country is expensive and it has to be done in a timely manner. There is no 
getting on the internet and looking for a last-minute flight. It has to be organised, so there is quite a bit of cost 
involved. People collect for those funerals. It also leaves the person who is collecting the money vulnerable if 
people question how much money has been handed over to the family. I often work with communities and tell 
them that the best way to do this is through their associations, so that individuals are not vulnerable. People just 
want to hand over cash to someone, so we have worked with communities and told them that they should give 
a receipt so that it is clear and accounted for. 
I know that the minister’s advisers are listening, so while I am talking about compliance with the 
Charitable Collections Act, I highlight that there are many issues in our broader community with charitable 
gestures, such as giving money to send to schools in other countries that do not have the capacity to run schools 
because of civil war or other issues. There needs to be some sort of broader public education program about this 
issue, and the capacity to work with the diverse migrant communities in Western Australia to ensure that they do 
not fall foul of our laws. I worry that at some stage someone will find themselves on the wrong side of the 
legislation. This is for good reason; it is to stop people being fraudulent, but it is very much confined to our ways 
of charitable collections. 
I have also spoken about the proud history of the Western Australian Parliament on consumer protection 
legislation. I put on the record the name of the honourable member who was pivotal in this, Hon Ruby Hutchison. 
The next time members are standing before the wall of first women and looking at the first woman Premier, the 
first Aboriginal woman elected to Parliament and the first woman elected to Parliament, Edith Cowan, they should 
look for Hon Ruby Hutchison, MLC, who was the first woman elected to an Australian upper house. She was also 
a founding member of the Australian Consumers’ Association in WA. A Ruby Hutchison award is given to 
consumer advocates. I think it is a federal award, but I am not sure. When we watch The Checkout on television 
and realise that we need to have better knowledge of our consumer rights, we can thank a great woman from the 
Western Australian Parliament, Ruby Hutchison. She was also considered to be a very rowdy, loud woman in 
Parliament, and was told so on a number of occasions by the then President. We should certainly look at her history 
so that when we bring in guests for dinner, they can pass that wall and point out how this woman in this Parliament 
had profound and lasting impacts on the Australian community, their rights and entitlements under consumer laws. 
This Consumer Protection Legislation Amendment Bill also provides capacity for the Commissioner for Consumer 
Protection to prosecute residential tenancy database operators based outside jurisdictions for offences in relation 
to management of the data of WA consumers. That is welcomed. Residential tenancy databases are very powerful 
tools that can place people at great disadvantage. There are good parameters around what information is collected 
and made available to prospective landlords. That should continue to ensure those protections go beyond that. 
I notice also that there are quite a few amendments to the Real Estate and Business Agents Act and the Settlement 
Agents Act to ensure people have the capacity to pursue their rights and gain recompense, even after licences have 
expired. When we think about it, for most of us as consumers, the homes of the constituents we represent are their 
biggest consumer investments. It is possibly the biggest thing they will purchase and invest in in their lives. They 
have an expectation that they can gain proper services in that transaction and be assured that this really large 
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financial commitment is properly protected and they are not disadvantaged by the actions of others. It is good to 
see those changes. 
I note also that this bill includes amendments to the Home Building Contracts Act and the circumstances 
surrounding home indemnity insurance. I would be pleased if the minister, in his response to my contribution to 
this second reading debate, could give me some understanding of whether that goes to things such as pursuing 
faults like white-set plaster. As much as that seems a trivial issue to some — 
Mr W.J. Johnston: Why don’t you do a grievance on white-set plaster? 
Ms J.M. FREEMAN: I am happy to do a grievance next year on white-set plaster. 
Mr W.J. Johnston: That is easier. 
Ms J.M. FREEMAN: No problem, I will do a grievance on white-set plaster next year. In the context of such an 
important investment, something as trivial as plaster not setting properly and therefore paint not being able to stick 
to that plaster can undermine — 
Mr J.E. McGrath: I thought you were talking about pasta. 
Ms J.M. FREEMAN: It is plaster. In Western Australia, we still use white-set plaster on our walls, whereas in 
Victoria and New South Wales they use gyprock. 
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: Where I grew up, they still use old-fashioned white-set plaster. 
Ms J.M. FREEMAN: It is unusual in the eastern states, but it brings specific issues if the lime content of the 
plaster is not proper, if it has not been mixed well enough, if it has been made too wet or if it has not had time to 
dry. The finishing trades of painting end up wearing the issues around plastering. Plasterers, unlike painters, are 
not registered so builders can use pretty dodgy plasterers to get a job done quickly and it can have major impacts 
on the building. I wanted to say that and note the invitation from the minister for me to make a grievance next year 
on this issue, and I really appreciate that. 
I note also that this bill changes some of the areas on auction sales but it seems to me to be purely about fines, 
penalties and limits around that. However, I want to raise something I find astounding, to tell members the truth. 
If someone buys a car at a car auction, there is no capacity for that auction house to have any responsibility for 
what it sells them. For example, someone I know well who lives just outside the Mirrabooka electorate, in Balcatta 
in fact, purchased a car at a car auction. 
[Member’s time extended.] 
Ms J.M. FREEMAN: The car looked in good condition. She had information on it such as the make, the model 
and the kilometres the car had done. She took someone with her who had some background in looking after cars—
they were not a mechanic but was someone who had been able to maintain their own car. There was no capacity 
for her to test-drive the car because it was at the car auction. When the car was to be auctioned, the auction staff 
drove the car from where it was parked to the front, where it was auctioned. As they drove the car, the auctioneer 
said that the car was in great condition and said how many kilometres it had done. It was a 24-year-old car, so 
there is no doubt that it was an old car but it was spruiked as being in really good condition. The person bid for the 
car, picked it up and drove it out of the yard. She then filled it up with petrol and drove onto Tonkin Highway. 
That might tell members where the auction house was. Within 10 minutes of driving, the engine overheated and 
the car caught on fire. The car catching on fire caused the owner to be stranded, having to pay for her car to be 
towed away and the car being unusable. 

When she contacted the auctioneers they said that the majority of their vehicles are sold on an as is, where is basis, 
with all faults, if any. That means they are not provided with a warranty. The woman contacted 
Consumer Protection, which said there was nothing it could do either. Auctioneers do not allow any testing or 
inspection of vehicles. To its credit, the auctioneer offered to resell her vehicle on her behalf, without fees, in its 
salvage sale. She would have paid for it, driven it for 10 minutes and could possibly have recouped some money 
but not very much. Although I understand this legislation does not cover that, I believe strongly that something 
needs to be done to ensure that people who go to auctions are protected in some way, for at least a short period, to 
enable them to drive the car after they have purchased it to see whether there are any major faults. If we sell 
anything in our contemporary society, there has to be a view that by selling it, we hold some sort of responsibility 
for it meeting the needs of what someone purchases it for; otherwise, I think it is fraudulent. Obviously it was not 
fraudulent in this case; it was an auction and someone brings it in. These are the intermediaries, but people who 
are making money out of doing that have to bear some responsibility for what they are selling and that it will fit 
the purpose for which the buyer is purchasing it. If it lasts only 10 minutes down the road, that does not fit its 
intended purpose. 

I want to talk about lemons; the member for South Perth talked about buying a lemon. Basically, a lemon is 
impervious to ordinary attempts at repair and is immune to repair. Many countries across the world have lemon 
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laws including Singapore, the US and countries in Europe. The Australian Consumer Law Review received 
submissions on lemon laws and lemon vehicles. The Consumer Action Law Centre made a very good submission to 
the review; I think it is based in Victoria or New South Wales. It released a very good report called “Lemon-Aid” 
in June 2018 in which it provides a great definition of lemons — 

Lemons are goods that exhibit signs of failure or defects soon after purchase and often prove virtually 
impossible to repair. 

It is often the case that it is not the first time it breaks down. It gets fixed and then it continues and it is really an 
unserviceable product. By the time it has been repaired a number of times, it has fallen out of warranty and the 
buyer cannot get their money back and they have a lemon. 

Mr P.A. Katsambanis: You’re just warming up. 

Ms J.M. FREEMAN: Yes, I only have seven minutes to go. 

Mr W.J. Johnston: There’s a standing order that lets me move an extension! 

Ms J.M. FREEMAN: Please, move an extension. I am good for it. I have on occasion been the last person in 
this house to give my contribution to the Premier’s Statement on the last day at the end of a long sitting term. 
It is never the best place to be in, because all your colleagues are looking at you, thinking, “Sit down”, and you 
are thinking to yourself, “I have written this, I have prepared this, I want to say it”, but you get over yourself 
and realise — 

Mr P.A. Katsambanis: I’ve been here long enough to know that the best speeches are the ones that sit in the 
bottom drawer of your desk upstairs. 

Ms J.M. FREEMAN: I am not sure what constitutes my best speeches; usually it is getting angry at the other side. 

Mr P.A. Katsambanis: One’s best speeches; I was not being — 

Ms J.M. FREEMAN: It happens so rarely, because I work very hard on my temperament. 

Mr P.C. Tinley: What? 

Ms J.M. FREEMAN: Yes, minister, I do. Actually, I have only six minutes. I am not trying to filibuster and I do 
have content, so I will continue. 

As I said in my earlier contribution to this debate, the Australian Consumer Law Review acknowledged that 
consumers have an expectation of their rights, and that is often not delivered when they try to exercise those rights. 
Equally, they are not so confident about those rights. I recently bought a product at a very large electronics retailer. 
It was a small and reasonably expensive product for listening to music. They offered me an extended warranty and 
I said, “What? If this doesn’t work, I’m bringing it back and you’re going to have to do something about it.” She 
said, “Oh, no, that’s not always the case.” I said, “Yes, it is, and I’m not paying any extra money.” She was a very 
nice young woman and she said, “Yeah, you’re right. Let’s move this on.” 

Mr P.A. Katsambanis: Sounds like the banks. 

Ms J.M. FREEMAN: Yes. 

Mr W.J. Johnston interjected. 

Ms J.M. FREEMAN: I did not know they were not allowed to say that, and she did not say that. She just asked, 
“For extra protection, would you like this?” I said, “Really?” I bought expensive electronic goods; I am not 
suggesting that I had not invested a significant amount of money in a quality product. Had that turned out to not 
work, I would have been aggrieved. If I had taken it back and they had said, “Oh yes, we’re going to send it off to 
fix it” and I got it back again and it still did not work, I would have had a lemon and that would have been 
a problem. 

The ACL Review “Final Report” recommended that people be entitled to a refund or replacement without needing 
to prove a major failure when goods fail within a short period. Those are basically the terms of a lemon law. In 
other places, lemon laws protect consumers against defective goods that fail to conform to contract, or meet 
satisfactory quality or performance standards at the time of purchase. 

The issue is often time frame. If a defect is found within six months of delivery, it is assumed that the defect existed 
at the time of delivery unless the business can prove otherwise. It is really important with lemon laws to not get 
bogged down with processes that frustrate the consumer and the legalities around that. That is a really important 
aspect of consumer law. There are other aspects in terms of keeping them. 

One of the proposals of the ACL Review “Final Report” was to clarify that multiple non-major failures can amount 
to a major failure. This submission from the Consumer Action Law Centre did not necessarily suggest that that 
proposal went far enough. Under proposal 2, the “Final Report” stated — 
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Clarity in the law will help all parties resolve disputes promptly. This proposal: 

• clarifies the law so that a consumer may establish a major failure where, for example, there are 
multiple issues with a vehicle that, collectively — 

I would assume other items as well as a vehicle, but this refers to a vehicle — 

would be sufficient to deter a reasonable consumer from buying it. The proposal may address 
concerns regarding ‘lemon’ vehicles 

But there are other aspects in terms of other lemon stuff. 

The “Lemon-Aid” report at page 33 states, in part — 

1. Where a good fails to meet the consumer guarantees within six months of purchase, the buyer should 
be entitled to a refund or replacement without needing to prove a ‘major failure’, with consideration 
of an extended time period for higher value goods; 

2. Where a good fails to meet the consumer guarantees within six months of purchase, there should be 
a presumption that the failure was present at the point of purchase. 

I get that people are taking risks with cars in auction centres, but a buyer should be able to get at least a week out 
of something they spent some thousands of dollars on. The report continues — 

3. For goods that fail outside the six-month window, a presumption that three failed repair attempts 
means a good is subject to a ‘major failure’. 

That is what the report suggests; it is clearly not among the proposals. My concern is also that the 
Australian Consumer Law Review has foundered in the federal Parliament. 

MR W.J. JOHNSTON (Cannington — Minister for Commerce and Industrial Relations) [4.28 pm] — in reply: 
I am very tempted, under standing order 102, to move an additional 15 minutes for the member for Mirrabooka 
because we cut her off mid-sentence. Have a look at standing order 102. 

Mr F.M. Logan interjected. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: If you want me to! Standing order 102 is not a suspension, as the minister points out. 

Mr P.A. Katsambanis: That would have been for the member for Mirrabooka under that standing order. My 
suggestion would have needed a suspension. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Yes, indeed, because the standing orders are quite clear that members cannot speak twice. 
We would have been very pleased to have the member speak again; I am disappointed the Liberal Party did not 
get him into the chamber on time. I do not blame him; I blame others. 

Mr P.A. Katsambanis: Blame the school groups! 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: No, I blame the Whip, because that is what you do—you blame the Whip if anything goes 
wrong. Where is the Whip? He is not here. See! Who used to be the Whip when we were in opposition, 
Leader of the House? Who was it? 

Mr D.A. Templeman: Who was that, sorry? 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Who used to be the Whip when we were in opposition? 

Mr D.A. Templeman: Me. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: There we go. I told members we had a good person to blame. 

I want to thank all members who participated in the debate on the Consumer Protection Legislation Amendment 
Bill 2018. This is a very unusual bill and some people describe it as an omnibus bill. I am not sure whether that is 
a technical term, but it is certainly a bill that covers a range of legislation. It is a bit of a catch-up bill on 
amendments that have been waiting for an opportunity to be brought back to the Parliament. Every single one of 
them is important and I will outline a few of those reasons. 

As I mentioned by interjection on the member for Hillarys the other day, it was actually considered whether we 
include these amendments with the bill that is currently in the other house dealing with Australian consumer law, 
but the advice that we received through the Parliamentary Counsel’s Office was that it would not be in accordance 
with the standing orders; therefore, we separated out these series of amendments from that other bill. 

The member for Mirrabooka raised the question of white-set plaster. I am very happy to take a grievance on 
that issue, or if she wants to have a coffee with me sometime over the summer break, I am happy to sit down 
and explain — 
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Ms J.M. Freeman: I think a grievance sounds fantastic. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Yes, it is very complicated. The problem is that there is an Australian Standard for the 
attachment of the paint. The challenge is that very few—no, that is not right. Sometimes painters do not apply the 
paint in accordance with the Australian Standard because the Australian Standard is quite complicated. If they 
have not applied the Australian Standard, then they do not have the benefit of holding to account the manufacturer 
of the plaster, and that is the problem. 

Ms J.M. Freeman: I think the problem was that the plasterers were unregistered. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: No, because there is an Australian Standard for the attachment of the plaster. The 
question is not whether it was done by a regulated person, but rather, whether it was done in accordance with 
the Australian Standard. Regardless of whether it was done by a registered or an unregistered person, if they 
have not complied with the Australian Standard we get the same result. That is one of the fundamental problems 
that we have. 

Ms J.M. Freeman: We could fix it. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: We could license the plasterers. Many people are calling for that to happen and that is 
something that we could consider. Of course, many people in the community argue against extending licensed 
occupations to new occupations. 

Ms J.M. Freeman: But it also true in terms of bathroom fittings and the like at the moment. Many people are 
operating in an unlicensed area of the building industry without qualifications that meet the standards, and then 
someone — 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Indeed, when Kate and I bought our house in Marangaroo back in 1992—it must have 
been then because our baby was little at the time. She has turned 27 years old today. 

Ms J.M. Freeman: Happy birthday then, and the minister’s little baby turned 21 years old yesterday. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Yes, my little one turned 21 years of age on Tuesday and my oldest one turns 27 years of 
age today. 

Ms J.M. Freeman: The minister does not look that old. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Yes, that is right. I must have been very young when I had the kid. 

The builder said that they do not do the painting. We did not think about it. It was only afterwards that we found 
out that we could not paint the walls of a house in Western Australia for a couple of months because we had to let 
them dry out. We did not know that until after we moved into the house. 

Ms J.M. Freeman: And it was all peeling. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: No, the plaster was all right. It was probably the one thing in the house that was done to 
the standards. 

Ms J.M. Freeman: The minister should have moved to Girrawheen. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Marangaroo is just across the road. Mr Acting Speaker, you were in Alexander Heights 
were you not? 

Ms J.M. Freeman: The minister cannot talk to Mr Acting Speaker. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I cannot do that? 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr S.J. Price): No, do not bring me into a debate. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I want to go through a couple of things. The member for Hillarys raised a number of 
questions in his comments. The agency has provided some information. I will provide that back to the member 
for Hillarys if he is interested in those things. The first question was about penalties. The member sought 
information about the rationale behind the penalty increases in the range of legislation that we are updating 
through these amendments. The agency advises me that the amendments are the result of a comprehensive 
review of penalties across most of the legislation administered by the Consumer Protection division. This 
process was originally initiated in 2014 at the request of the then Minister for Commerce, Hon Michael Mischin. 
Again, I note that we are dealing with a wide range of legislation. Although the member was correct when he 
noted that the increases do not simply correct for an increase in the consumer price index, that was in fact the 
starting point of the legislation. 
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I want to pause for a moment and make a comment about the agency itself. The Department of Mines, Industry 
Regulation and Safety was formed after the amalgamation of the old Department of Mines and Petroleum  
and the Department of Commerce, as it was then. It is arranged into three divisions. It has a resources division, 
the Consumer Protection division and a safety and industrial relations division. Within the consumer division 
is the Building Commission, which we now call the Building and Energy division—the old EnergySafety 
division has been brought in under the Building Commission. The Consumer Protection division deals with all 
those other consumer-focused functions. The safety division has under it WorkSafe, the Resource Safety 
division and the industrial relations activities, both the ones that provide advice to government about the 
handling of government negotiations and activities as well as the private sector labour relations unit that deals 
with the private sector. That is the way the organisation is arranged. There is obviously an independent 
commissioner who runs Consumer Protection and another independent commissioner who runs the Building 
and Energy division of the department. They are public servants but they are also independent officers, and that 
is one reason for some of these amendments, particularly the amendments to the Charitable Collections Act. 
I will get back to them later on. 

I will get back to the specifics of the member’s questions. Although the starting point was the CPI increase, that 
was not the end point. In addition, it was noted that penalties for like offences were extremely inconsistent across 
the range of licensing legislation administered by Consumer Protection. Adjustments were made to provide for 
consistency across occupations for like offences such as unlicensed trading or offences related to the management 
of trust accounts. This was particularly the case for occupational groups such as property industries, where it was 
considered that the same penalties should apply for like offences by real estate agents, settlement agents and land 
valuers. Comparisons were also made across jurisdictions. As occupational licensing arrangements are becoming 
more consistent nationally and licences more transferrable between jurisdictions, it is desirable to have some level 
of consistency for like offences across jurisdictions. In July 2015, the previous government approved the drafting 
of a bill to amend penalties in line with the increase recommended by the review. The outcome of that review has 
been included in this bill, but at the time work did not progress to the point of introduction of legislation before 
the last election. The member asked a specific question about penalties in the Land Valuers Licensing Act. The 
department notes that they were last amended in 2006. 

I want to stop and specifically address the amendments to the Real Estate and Business Agents Act and the 
penalties for improper dealings with a trust account. There is some consternation in the real estate sector because 
not only is the penalty being increased significantly in a financial sense, but also a potential jail sentence is being 
applied. I have been approached by the Real Estate Institute of Western Australia and I have replied to their 
correspondence, and I want to reassure the real estate industry that a principal cannot be held criminally liable for 
the behaviour of another. The opportunity for a penalty including imprisonment will not apply when a principal of 
a real estate agency acts properly but one of their employees is involved in—I think the word is “defalcation”. 
Could someone who is a lawyer tell me if that is the correct term? 

Mr P.A. Katsambanis: Yes. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: If it is a trust. 

Mr P.A. Katsambanis: If it’s a trust—well, it’s a defalcation. I do not know that the legislation for real estate 
agents uses that term; but, in the ordinary course of event, yes, a trustee of a trust. 

Ms M.M. Quirk: Now you’re sorry you asked. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: No, I am not. I am pleased that the member gave me some information. 

Mr P.A. Katsambanis: Can I point out that is the area that I did not get to speak on. I am going to spend some 
time on that in consideration in detail. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Excellent; that would be good. I have written to the Real Estate Institute of 
Western Australia to assure it that this is not about the responsibility of principals to employees; it is about 
individual employees being held to account when they take money. 

Mr P.A. Katsambanis: Yes; that is if they run the trust—if they run an individual trust account. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I look forward to having that conversation in consideration in detail. I just want to make 
the point that there is no intention that principals will be held accountable for the behaviour of others. The 
opportunity for imprisonment is when an individual is involved in improper behaviour, not for the principal 
responsible for the business. There are increased penalties for principals, but that is not imprisonment; they are 
penalties that will be imposed by the State Administrative Tribunal, which members know is a separate regime, 
and not the Magistrates Court, which would have to deal with the matter. I just want to reassure real estate agents, 
because I am aware of some angst. I just wanted to get on the record today that that is not what this provision deals 
with; it deals with the individual. Nobody will be held responsible—unless of course they are a co-conspirator—
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and penalised through imprisonment for the behaviour of an employee that is beyond their control. I wanted to get 
that on the record straightaway to make sure that there is no doubt in the mind of anybody about what we are trying 
to achieve. 

The member for Hillarys also asked about consultation. I am advised by the department—remembering that this 
was a process kicked off by a former minister in 2014—that the agency notes that we are not changing the 
regulatory requirements or regulatory burden on the industry. There was no consultation with licence holders for 
the setting of penalties. If we were to think about it, no-one would consult with a criminal on the settling of the 
extent of a penalty; likewise, there is no logical reason that penalties need to be discussed with a person who is 
conducting their business in an improper way. I note, however, that Consumer Protection has regular contact with 
stakeholders through industry advisory boards, and those forums are used to keep stakeholders informed about 
proposed changes. I must say that Consumer Protection maintains a great number of boards and committees to 
advise on activities across industry. I have attended a number of those and I find them to be well able to represent 
the interests of the business partners in industry. 

I note the commentary of the member for Mirrabooka about motor vehicles. I recently met with the Motor Vehicle 
Industry Advisory Committee that is maintained by the department. It was a really good opportunity to discuss 
a number of issues facing that industry as well. We have a very strong stakeholder engagement process and we try 
to stay in touch with all those group as much as we can. 

Changes to section 15 of the Charitable Collections Act have been the subject of consultation with the 
Charitable Collections Advisory Committee. The amendments do not increase the reporting requirements for 
charities. The reports that charities will submit after the commencement of the amendments will be the same as 
the reports that they are currently submitting each financial year. The amendments simply reflect current reporting 
practices to streamline administration and allow for a financial penalty to be applied for non-compliance, as our 
only option at moment is the cancellation of the licence when there is failure to comply with reporting 
requirements, which is quite likely to be a disproportionate response to the non-compliance issue. One of the first 
things I was asked to do when I came to office was to deal with a question under the Charitable Collections Act 1946 
and the penalty for an organisation that had not complied with the requirements of the act. Of course, in that case 
a charitable organisation that was incorporated in another state had collected money in Western Australia and was 
not compliant with the Charitable Collections Act 1946. Effectively, there was nobody to penalise as the 
organisation had ceased to have effect because the event that it had been arranged to conduct was in the past, the 
money it had collected had been spent, and there was effectively nobody to hold to account for the breach of the 
act. All that could be done was to suspend the licence of an organisation that no longer functioned, which of course 
was no penalty at all. 

The bill is trying to clean up part 3A of the Home Building Contracts Act 1991 as it relates to the operation of the 
mandatory home indemnity insurance scheme. Insurance is available only for residential building works over the 
value of $20 000 for which a building permit is required—that is, when some structural element is involved. The 
structural element could be the construction of a completely new home, the renovation of a kitchen or bathroom 
in an existing home that requires a window replacement, or the relocation or removal of a wall. However, there is 
a grey area. The mandatory insurance requirement appears to apply more broadly; for example, to standalone trade 
work over the value of $20 000, such as tiling and cabinetmaking, and which does not involve structural work or 
modifications and, therefore, does not require a building permit. No scheme cover for standalone trade work has 
been available for a considerable time. Having a legal requirement for insurance when it is not available 
undermines the legitimacy of an otherwise important consumer protection scheme. The issue was decided in 
a statutory review of the scheme tabled in the Assembly on 14 September 2004 and addressed in a consultation 
paper that was part of the 2006 review of the act. Stakeholders were in agreement that the presumption behind the 
scheme was that mandatory insurance should be initiated only for work in which some structural element was 
present. The technical element does not alter the state’s liability arising from its 100 per cent backing of the home 
indemnity insurance scheme and does not in any way change WA homeowners’ existing access to monetary 
compensation for non-structural defects. 

 I make it clear that it is not intended to change the current arrangements; it is more designed to clarify the application. 

Clause 32 of the bill relates to a very important amendment. The amendment modifies part 3A of the 
Home Building Contracts Act 1991 as it relates to the relevant circumstances by which a claim can be made under 
the state’s mandatory home indemnity insurance scheme. I want to pause and make the point that the home 
indemnity insurance scheme is problematic in every state of Australia. This is the insurance against defects when 
the builder goes into liquidation or otherwise ceases to trade. A home owner has a statutory right to have building 
defects repaired but sometimes the builder is not available to perform the remedy, so there needs to be an insurance 
scheme to ensure that when that circumstance arises, somebody will carry the cost of the repairs, otherwise 
a resident who built a house which ended up having a structural defect would have no remedy for the structural 
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defect. The problem that has arisen is that during the term of the former government—this is no criticism of it—
the last indemnity insurer withdrew from the market; therefore, no insurer was available to provide the insurance. 
We can see the challenge that that leads to. We have a statutory right that is underpinned by a statutory form 
insurance scheme but no insurer to underwrite the scheme. The former government correctly moved in to 
underwrite the scheme 100 per cent because there was no alternative. Interestingly, the company that was on the 
way out, QBE, carried out the management of the scheme for a fee—obviously, no group will run a scheme without 
a fee—and the current government put that back out to tender. QBE won the tender again and it continued to be 
the administrator of the scheme. 
One of the frightening things about coming in as minister and getting the briefing was to find that the government 
of Western Australia carries the risk of the home indemnity insurance scheme in Western Australia. I have met 
with other relevant ministers from other states through the Building Ministers’ Forum. They had the same problems 
in every state of Australia. The home indemnity insurance scheme is under pressure everywhere. In New South Wales, 
the government has nationalised the scheme, which is unusual, because a Liberal government is effectively putting 
the equivalent body to RiskCover as the insurer. It is opening the market to other players but nobody is prepared 
to play, so at the moment it is a sort of quasi-commercial arrangement because a government trading enterprise is 
providing the insurance. In theory, it might be possible to have commercial competitors but there are none. In 
Western Australia, believe it or not, the insurance scheme is on the books of the Department of Mines, Industry 
Regulation and Safety. It does not sit comfortably. 
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: In the last 30 or 40 years, since the modern schemes were put in place across Australia, 
you found that the availability of underwriting as well as primary offerers of insurance and then reinsurance has 
really narrowed, to the extent that there is often just one provider all the way down the track. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Yes, and it is quite complicated because Western Australia has a very concentrated 
building market. I think three home builders are building 80 per cent of houses. The problem for the government 
is that the risk of an individual builder going broke is not high but the consequences of an individual builder going 
broke is massive. This is one of the interesting things about insurance. Trying to buy insurance against being killed 
by a meteor is nearly impossible. Even though the event has never happened, if it did, it would wipe out millions 
of people. The insurance premiums are massive. Insuring for an event that has never happened and is unlikely to 
happen is still really expensive. That is the challenge for the home indemnity insurance scheme because we have 
an event that is unlikely—that is, that one of the three major builders will go to the wall—but because the 
consequences of that risk are so large, it is hard to get the insurers in the field. Following departmental advice and 
actuarial analysis, we rebalanced the insurance scheme last year between small builders and large builders. It 
benefited small builders and was not to the benefit of large builders, and there was a lot of complaint, as we would 
understand, from some of those larger operators. The actuarial advice we received was that we needed to do that 
rebalancing. This home indemnity insurance is a major issue. I bet that members will hear further from me about 
additional reforms that will be needed in that space. I am not here to make an announcement today. 
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: I think you just have. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: No, I have not. The broader scheme needs to be looked at. I have not taken it to cabinet 
yet. I do not know how cabinet will react when I take a submission to it. Clearly, it is a bit awkward having the 
financial risk carried by an individual government department. 
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: You’re looking at me. Do you think I don’t agree with you? 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: I think everybody would agree. It is just a bit unusual. 
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: And let’s be honest here; it’s not a government department that carries the risk. That’s the 
body that carries the risk on behalf of all taxpayers. 
Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Yes, that is correct. The issue is whether that is the best place for the risk to be carried. 
Given that we are not in the insurance scheme, even though through QBE we are collecting the premiums and we 
have the reserves, whether we are the best agency to manage those risks et cetera is a genuine issue. As I said, it 
is no criticism of the former government that that is the scheme we inherited. We had the legislative framework 
and the sole insurer walked away from the scheme. We had to respond to that and the only way to respond was the 
way the government did, which is why I, as minister, continued it. I think we need to continue to look at it in 
a better way and more adequately cover the risk management. 
Getting back to section 32, the current relevant circumstances or claim triggers are the death, disappearance or 
insolvency of a home owner’s builder. For the purpose of making a claim, insolvency is triggered when the 
Australian Securities and Investments Commission makes a declaration of insolvency. However, there may be 
a lengthy time period between when it is known that a builder is in serious financial difficulty and when such 
a declaration is made. The longer the delay, the greater the costs for the home building industry consumers. We 
can imagine that when a builder gets into financial difficulty, all their work stops, but it might be months, and 
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perhaps even years, before they become technically insolvent because it might take that long to go through the 
processes of the courts et cetera. The insolvency does not technically occur for quite some time, which means that 
the home owner, having paid, say, two-thirds of the price of the house, probably through a mortgage—they are 
paying their mortgage to the bank but they do not have access to the house—cannot get the home indemnity 
insurance to step in and complete the construction. Even though the scheme is available for that very purpose, it 
cannot be accessed. That is what we are fixing up with this legislation.  

Following stakeholder consultation undertaken between 2012 and 2013, the Economic Regulation Authority 
recommended that a new home indemnity insurance claim trigger involving the involuntary loss of a builder’s licence 
should be considered. This could provide the regulator with an option to expedite access to scheme compensation 
for home owners caught in such circumstances. This amendment creates a qualified loss of licence claim trigger, 
allowing for claims to be made if the Building Services Board successfully applies to the State Administrative 
Tribunal to cancel a builder’s licence. If this happens before ASIC formally declares that the builder is insolvent, 
home owners will get quick access to their scheme entitlement. This quicker access will reduce or relieve 
consumers’ anguish and reduce their unexpected losses. This additional trigger, however, will impose little or no 
additional financial liability for the scheme. I want to explain why it does not apply any additional liability to the 
scheme, because inevitably, in those circumstances, the builder is on the way to formal insolvency. At some point 
in time the builder will be declared insolvent by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission, and then 
the scheme would apply in any case, whereas this way, the Building Services Board can cancel the building 
company’s registration and thereby trigger the home indemnity insurance liability. That means that the home 
owner or home builder can have access to the scheme and benefits and therefore have an alternative building 
company complete the works so that they do not have to wait several years perhaps before the technical 
requirements of the existing wording in the act applies. That is a very important and significant consumer benefit 
that we are trying to apply. 

I want to talk briefly about the amendments to the Charitable Collections Act included in part 3 of the bill. One of 
the amendments that members will see repeated on a number of occasions is to replace the references to minister 
with references to commissioner. The effect of this is to empower the commissioner to approve the means by 
which a licence holder may authorise a person to undertake a collection on behalf of the licensee or take those 
other actions that the commissioner will be empowered to do. I believe that this is a much more modern approach 
to regulatory activity. Rather than regulatory activity falling to the minister, it falls to an independent commissioner 
so that people can be confident that there are proper and appropriate decision-making policies by an independent 
public servant rather than any particular issue with the minister. Effectively, all these authorities are delegated in 
any case by the minister to members of the commission, or of the commissioner’s staff; nonetheless, it is a more 
modern approach to have the commissioner being the person responsible for the management of the 
Charitable Collections Act. All the various powers that are specified for the minister will in future be conducted 
by the commissioner. It is worth noting that this will also allow the commission to exercise additional powers that 
it has available under other legislation in this area. We are trying to make the penalties more relevant. For example, 
clause 12 amends section 9 to increase the penalty from $100 to $5 000. I think everybody would agree that 
a penalty of $100 is no longer a disincentive to improper behaviour, whereas $5 000 is much more appropriate. 

I will briefly address the question of the continuing need for the Street Collections (Regulation) Act and the 
Charitable Collections Act. As we all know, the federal government has introduced the Australian Charities and 
Not-for-profits Commission. There are some differences in the arrangements regarding the Charitable Collections Act 
and the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission. I make the point that they are alongside each other; 
they are not in fact the same activities. The Charitable Collections Act and the Street Collections (Regulation) Act 
are aimed at the question of the regulation of the collection of the money rather than the operation of the charity 
itself. Many charities operating in Western Australia are registered as incorporated associations. I point out that 
for very large organisations, it is probably not appropriate for them to continue their registration under the 
Associations Incorporation Act. I think they would be better served by being incorporated under the federal laws 
as companies limited by guarantee—that is, a not-for-profit company. The Associations Incorporation Act is aimed 
to be a low regulatory burden structure for the corner football club and other types of organisations that need to be 
a corporate entity, but do not want to have an unnecessarily complicated regulatory burden. That means that under 
the incorporations act, the rules are not as strict as those that apply under the commonwealth laws. We would not 
want a football club to be regulated by the incorporations act. It would be too onerous. 

Mr P.A. Katsambanis: It depends on the football club. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Sure; but in terms of the clubs in the member’s suburb or my suburb, we would not expect 
that of them. But, on the other hand, if a charity is turning over $10 million or $20 million a year, I think it needs 
to start considering its corporate structure, because it may well be better for that charity to be not regulated, but 
incorporated, by the federal regulations. Of course, the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission will 
regulate its behaviour as well. 
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Mr P.A. Katsambanis: I know you have highlighted size or turnover, but isn’t it really a question of complexity? 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Yes. 

Mr P.A. Katsambanis: Because some charities with relatively high turnover are still operating a very simple 
model—there isn’t an underlying investment structure and the like—and they may well be very well suited to the 
lower financial burdens that come with the state regulations rather than moving into the federal sphere. It’s not 
always apples with apples in that comparison. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: The member is quite right, but given that we now have the Australian Charities and  
Not-for-profits Commission in any case, the commonwealth is now extending its regulatory burden further into 
the affairs of Western Australia. That is understandable, because it was a largely unregulated sector, dealing with 
billions of dollars of money often collected through charitable donations, so it was appropriate that there was some 
regularising of the activities of charities. I am just saying that these organisations need to consider—I am not 
saying that they must; I just think that it is probably time for them to start thinking about it—where they are going 
to be regulated. It is interesting that one of the challenges for the not-for-profit sector in aged care—the member 
for Cottesloe is not in the room at the moment—is that there is often confusion about the incorporation and the 
activity of the retirement villages in this space. Sometimes having a more understandable corporate structure will 
be of assistance to everybody in those sorts of areas. But, as I said, the Street Collections (Regulation) Act and the 
Charitable Collections Act are both aimed at the question of how the money is collected, not the institution that 
collects the money. 

I want to go on just briefly, because I have only another few minutes to go. This is a very broad piece of legislation. 

Mr D.A. Templeman: One of the broadest I have ever seen! 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: Yes, indeed. 

I am commenting again about charitable collections. There is a challenge as well, in that there will have to be an 
assessment of the fundraising activities of commercial businesses on behalf of charities. Many people may not be 
aware that the people who rattle the tin in shopping centres et cetera or ring people up in the evening on behalf of 
a charity work for for-profit companies. People donate appropriately to those people when they call, and often 
when they set up a continuing donation arrangement, they do not realise that perhaps as much as the first 12 months 
of the donations goes to the fundraising business and not to the charity. In fact, if people do not renew their giving 
for the second year, none of the money will go to the charity, even though the person has claimed a tax deduction 
from the Australian Taxation Office. All the money goes to the collection agency. 

Mr P.A. Katsambanis: Except with one important difference—that the people who sign you up put you on an 
automatic deduction system, so you have to actively cancel, rather than think about renewing. 

Mr W.J. JOHNSTON: That is correct. As a former fundraiser for a political party, I can tell the member how 
hard it is to get people to sign up to an ongoing donation. Therefore, I understand why charities are inclined to use 
professional fundraising bodies. I am not in any way criticising them for that. We have seen the Four Corners 
reports about the behaviour of some of these companies. As far as I am aware, none of those reports relate to the 
operations in Western Australia of any business. I am not aware of any malpractice or illegal or other conduct by 
any professional fundraising organisation in Western Australia, and I am not making any suggestion of impropriety 
in that sector. 

I am saying that there is a challenge for charities and collection organisations about the community’s understanding 
of what happens in this area. The royal commission into banking led people to realise that all sorts of different 
incentives are built into banking and insurance products and other things. I believe that at some point we will need 
to assess the incentives in fundraising schemes, not because they are improper or illegal, but because they should 
be known to the people who make donations. The biggest outrage that has come out of the banking royal 
commission—more than the outcome itself—is that people did not know that the outcome was there and there 
were kickbacks and trailing commissions and all sorts of other things. To some extent, collection organisations are 
in the same space. They are collecting profit out of their business, and that is not improper, because the employees 
of the charity are still being paid. There is nothing wrong with charities paying people. The issue is disclosure. 
Therefore, we need to start thinking about disclosure. The same comment has been made about incorporated 
associations. Many charities provide detailed and complete audit reports to the public. However, the Associations 
Incorporation Act does not require them to do that. So it again comes back to the question of disclosure. 

I hope I have answered as many as possible of the questions raised by the member for Hillarys. I understand that the 
member will want to go into consideration in detail on this bill. I am pleased to let the member know that the advisers 
are not here today, because they are busy doing other work, so we will not go into consideration in detail today. 
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I am very pleased to complete the second reading. I thank all members who made a contribution to this debate, 
and I look forward to the questioning from the member for Hillarys, on behalf of the Liberal Party, when we get 
into consideration in detail. 
Question put and passed. 
Bill read a second time. 
Leave denied to proceed forthwith to third reading. 
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